Navigating Through The New Normal While Maintaining Distance
Móz Offers New Dividers for a Variety of Environments
(Oakland, CA) August 2020 - Móz Designs, an award-winning market leader in the metal fabrication space
for over three decades, is now offering Dividers–helping to navigate through the new normal while
maintaining distance in hospitality, healthcare, retail and workplace settings. Known for their signature
precision L aser Cut, Perforated, and Engravings, Móz is now expanding their portfolio to include an acrylic
collection, creating dividers that are both protective and solidly safe. Móz offers colors and finishes that
are highly durable and easy to clean, suitable for high traffic areas and rigorous cleaning procedures.

Móz is offering dividers that can adapt to their context, available either curved to fit or flat, mounted by
posts, cable, or in a frame–suitable for a light-touch application or as a room-dividing statement. The
dividers can be engraved, backlit, or imprinted with on-brand graphics or imagery. They are available in
aluminium that can be laser cut or perforated, or as an acrylic application in a clear or frosted format.
Each application arrives ready to install; all panels and hardware are included to help save time on
installation. The dividers make it easy to redraw a floor plan through noninvasive means, with a low time
spend, and minimal costs. For example, the Post Dividers can connect floor-to-ceiling with round or
square posts, with the option to choose from a gripper style attachment or an angle mount to minimize
visible hardware and spacing between panels. Setting boundaries and helping navigate flow, the dividers
can be installed floor-to-ceiling, to a pony wall, or used to enclose an existing opening.

Minimizing hardware, and optimizing cleanability, Moz dividers are a safe and aesthetically appealing
reply to the challenges 2020 has brought collective environments.

About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products
Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, walls, and room dividers in Oakland, CA.
Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials to create
architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, entertainment and retail markets, from
large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products and surface applications. Móz’s innovative
products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help designers achieve their vision on time and
on budget. Visit mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIN .
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